
New Horse Approval Guidelines 
Revised 06/24/2014 
  
1. 3 yo's PA Sired or Owned are automatic as long as the 

trainer is in good standing at The Meadows, meets 
qualifying time and adherer's to rule #2. If it's a new 
horse, it must be submitted to the committee. 

2. Horse's with condition claiming lines in the last 7 starts 
may be considered if the base claiming price is $7,500 
or higher.  

3. 4 yo & up Condition and claiming horse's earning less 
than $3,000 in the last 5 starts may be considered on a 
as needed bases. (Exception may be made to this rule 
if the horses are Pa. owned, trained or sired). 

4. Horse's racing for less than $7,500 claiming price in the 
last 7 starts will not be considered. 

5. No new approved horse may race in the lowest 
condition race or lower than nw 5 condition claimer for 
a period of 2 starts. 

6. No new approved claiming horse may race for less than 
$7,500 claimer for 2 starts. 

7. Horse's claimed at Pocono or Philly must make their 
next start at The Meadows to have automatic approval 
as long as the trainer is in good standing at The 
Meadows. 

8. Any horse claimed at Pocono or Philly that's has raced 
for less than $7,500 claiming price in the last 7 starts 
must be approved by the committee before starting at 
The Meadows. 

9. Once approved the horse must be entered at The 
Meadows the next start to maintain approval status. 

10. The Meadows has a minimum claiming price of $5,000. 
If an approved horse races at a track for less than 
$5,000 the horse will no longer be approved at The 
Meadows and must be re submitted. 
 

Foreign horses are subject to the Racing Secretaries 
discretion of classification.  These rules are guidelines used 



by the approval committee and maybe changed, deleted or 
altered without notice.	  


